
KAYAK STROKES
COMMON ERRORS-DETECTION & CORRECTIONS

Forward Stroke

Hold hands shoulder width apart.
Knuckles line up with top blade line of paddle
Grip paddle lightly with regular open fingers
Blade enters into the water between feet and knees pulling so that
just the blade is submerged, not close to boat
Keep fists below your shoulders
Cross hands atleast to the pull tab on each stroke, creating body rotation and more efficient us of 
larger muscle groups
Body position on your seat may change for comfort sitting forward or slightly backwards.
“Cross hands to the corner of the rectangular box we are sitting in.” Common Errors
Hands not crossing towards pull tab of skirt
Fists going above shoulders, resulting in paddle going too close to the boat thus creating instability and 
too much up and down motion wasting energy.

Stopping Stroke

Using the non power face or the spine of the paddle do a shorter backwards stroke from hip to knee. 
Blade enters just behind beam in a low brace position away from your kayak and then pushes up to be 
perpendicular with the water line when it is lined up with your thighs and knees.
Paddle blade should be half to 3⁄4 of the blade in the water.

Common Errors

Blade going too deep creating instability.
Blade and shaft going too close to the beam of kayak.  Not in a low Brace position to start.

Reverse Stroke

Same dynamics as the stopping stroke except the stroke can go from hip to feet.
Paddle blade stay half out of the water.
Look backwards atleast on every third stroke.

Common Errors

Not looking backwards, and setting blade too deep



Forward Sweep

Moves the kayak away from your paddling side.
Keep lower elbow straight and enter leading blade as far forward as you can reach, sweep blade 
around in a half circle until it reaches the stern.
Opposing hand stays low at about belly button level, sweeping around your girth from hip to hip.
When taking blade out of the water, power face moves up towards the sky, spine to bottom of ocean 
so you are in a low brace recovery position. Paddle can be sliced out at the end of the stroke to enter 
the low brace recovery.
Main power in this stroke comes at the start and finish of the stroke- ensure that the head follows the 
blade.
Body position is leaning towards paddling side. When teaching ensure that there is not too much lean 
so clients do not imitate and tip over. 

Common Errors

Bent elbows, thus reducing the sweeping motion.
Blade too deep, reducing stroke effectiveness.
People with Shoulder, elbow problems should not over do this stroke. Leaning away from the paddling 
side.
Not following head with lower blade sweep.

Slapping Brace

Braces maintain balance and control of kayak.
Slapping brace is a relatively easy brace to teach and should be done very early with tall or overweight 
individuals.
Using the non-power face of the paddle and with the elbow bent at 90 degree and above the paddle 
shaft, the paddle blade is slapping on the water at the hip swinging towards the bow.
Paddle should bounce off the water creating a hard surface to push off of and return to the normal 
balance resting position.

Common Errors

Blade angle is too great creating reverse motion. Blade should be almost flat on the non-power side 
with a slight inflection upwards with the lead angle of the blade.
Elbows do not stay above paddle shaft. They should be bent at almost 90 degrees and above the 
paddle shaft.
Blade should be hit off the beam slightly behind the hip is okay and not close to the kayak. It is a brace, 
meaning creating stability, thus the farther off the bean the slap, the greater the stability. But not so 
much as to straighten the arm.



Low Brace

Slightly more technical a stroke than the slapping brace.
Teach feathering or slicing the blade out of the water initially.
Using non-power face the body is leaning to the bracing side. 
Ensure that there is a good connection with foot pegs, thigh braces and seat. 
Non-power side of blade is pushed down with elbow approx. 90 degrees over the paddle shaft. 
Blade is away from Kayak, at beam, and is pushed down no further than 1 foot below the surface and 
then slices back up.
At the same time that the blade hits the water a hip flick is put in on the paddling side. This can be 
accompanied by a head flick, or C to C motion. If the brace is done correctly your face will get splashed 
with water.
This stroke should be taught in step progression.

Good lean, paddle blade can be sitting on the water flatter.

Common Errors:

Blade placed too close to kayak and towards the stern rather than at beam.
Blade is pushed down too deep.
No hip flick is put into the stroke
Blade is slapped into the water rather than just leaned in and pushed down. The push downward is 
often not done strong enough.



Sculling Draw: 

Creating sideways movement in your kayaks.
** Note that it is your choice to teach a Stationary Draw.  I don’t like teaching it to beginners since they 
often bring the paddle in to hit the beam of the boat and thus tipping since the offside hip is raised up 
and balance is lost.
Teach this stroke in sequences and you may need to go over and physically move the paddling blade to 
make your points understood. This stoke is done in a high brace position the elbow below the paddling 
shaft and the power face towards the kayak.
Initially start with the power face pointing to the bottom of the ocean. Scull the paddle on the surface 
with nice fluid motion the length of the cockpit. In calm waters this will create motion towards the 
paddling side. Now simply move this stroke deeper, but still maintain an angle on the paddling shaft so a 
bracing motion is creating.
The leading edge of the blade is moved at 45-degree angles, like spreading butter onto the side of your 
kayak with the blade.
Transfer from 45 degrees on one angel to 45 degrees on the other angle happens quickly and smoothly 
at each end of the stroke.
By leaning towards the paddling side
Upper hand should be at chin level and can crutch the paddle shaft. 

Common Errors

Flipping the paddle blade like a pancake rather than just the movement with the lower wrist.
Upper hand goes too high.
Paddle blade is brought too close to side of kayak creating instability. Blade angles are not correct.
Blade angle transfers are done too slowly.

High Brace

This stroke should be done in stages & is one of the more difficult braces to teach. It is a stabilizing 
stroke to maintain balance and control.
Done with the power face, pulling inward towards the kayak.
Elbow and hands are below the paddling shaft.
The stroke is done at the beam of the boat and out to the side for bracing.
Again review slicing the paddle out of the water.
Teach leaning toward the paddling side and letting the power face hit the water in a high brace position. 
Upper hand stays at chin level. Blade is pulling down with force when it touches the surface of the 
water no deeper than one foot. Then the blade is sliced back up.
This is practiced initially to get the timing right.
Now put in a hip flick toward the paddling shaft as the blade hits the water. You can create the analogy 
that they are flicking a candy up into their mouth that is place on the lower paddling side hip.
Now add the head into the stroke with the concept that the head, neck, back and hips are all connected.
Lean head away from the paddling side (Creating a “C” with your head, back and hips). As the paddle 
power face hits the water the “C” is moved towards the paddling side thus creating a well timed hip 
flick. Remember that when the stroke is started the head is tilted away from the paddling side.



Common Errors:
  
Paddle blade is driven too deep into the water.
Timing is awkward or out with the hip flick.
Timing is off and awkward with the head movement
Hand and Elbows are not directly below the paddling shaft.
The teaching is often too wordy, try more demonstrations and less talk. 
High and Low Brace Turns will not be discussed here but should be taught to more advanced 
paddlers especially when you will be in stronger currents and breaking through tidal rips and into 
strong back eddies.

Blade should be down lower into the water but otherwise good technique

Low Brace with good lean but blade angle can be opened to more of a 45 degree angle to draw the boat 
more to the paddling side.




